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Abstract: Despite their high atomic dispersion, single site catalysts with Pt supported on CeO2 were
found to have a low activity during oxidation reactions. In this study, we report the behavior of
Pt/CeO2 single site catalyst under more complex gas mixtures, including CO, C3H6 and CO/C3H6

oxidation in the absence or presence of water. Our systematic operando high-energy resolution-
fluorescence-detected X-ray absorption near-edge structure (HERFD-XANES) spectroscopic study
combined with multivariate curve resolution with alternating least squares (MCR-ALS) analysis
identified five distinct states in the Pt single site structure during CO oxidation light-off. After
desorption of oxygen and autoreduction of Pt4+ to Pt2+ due to the increase of temperature, CO
adsorbs and reduces Pt2+ to Ptδ+ and assists its migration with final formation of Ptx

∆+ clusters.
The derived structure–activity relationships indicate that partial reduction of Pt single sites is not
sufficient to initiate the conversion of CO. The reaction proceeds only after the regrouping of several
noble metal atoms in small clusters, as these entities are probably able to influence the mobility of the
oxygen at the interface with ceria.

Keywords: Pt single sites; operando; CO oxidation; X-ray absorption spectroscopy; MCR-ALS

1. Introduction

In recent years, single atom catalysts (SACs) have attracted increased interest. Espe-
cially when noble metals are the active components, an atomically dispersed catalyst would
maximize their efficient use. Such systems were found to lead to a high selectivity for
hydrogenation and oxidation reactions [1,2]. For Pt/CeO2-based catalysts, the noble metal
single sites are formed either by redispersion of Pt particles under oxidizing conditions at
high temperatures (>500 ◦C) [3] or by trapping of volatile Pt species on the CeO2 support,
as demonstrated by Jones et al. [4]. Despite a perfect active site dispersion, their catalytic
activity is not always optimal and, hence, controversially discussed [5–7]. Due to the
charge transfer from or to the support and the capacity for adsorption of several ligands,
the supported Pt single atoms have been claimed to be resistant to CO poisoning, which is
known to affect Pt nanoparticles during CO oxidation [8]. Several groups reported that
highly dispersed noble metals form Ce1-XMXO2-Y species (with M = Pt or Pd), leading to an
increase of the catalytic activity in the low temperature regime [9,10]. Additionally, it has
been observed that the CO conversion rate increases by treating the SAC with steam at high
temperature [10]. This treatment was shown to lead to the formation of Ce1-XPtO2-XH–OH
species, apparently more active than Ce1-XPtO2-Y. However, these findings are in contrast
with most of the recent literature reports [4,5,11]. For instance, Gänzler et al. demonstrated
that a careful reductive treatment leads to the formation of small Pt nanoparticles and
significantly improves the low-temperature oxidation activity of highly dispersed Pt/CeO2
based catalysts [5]. This outcome has been confirmed also by other recent studies [10,12].
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Furthermore, Pt on CeO2 is intrinsically a system with a highly dynamic nature. The
state of platinum is dependent on its treatment history and can be changed thoroughly
at temperatures even below 300 ◦C [5]. Hence, structure–activity correlations should be
derived not only by pre- and postmortem analysis of the catalyst state but especially by
tracking the evolution of the single sites under reaction conditions, i.e., in situ/operando. So
far, the majority of in situ/operando studies on Pt SACs have focused on weakly interacting
supports, i.e., Al2O3. For example, Dessal et al. [13] used a combination of operando X-ray
absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy and diffuse reflectance infrared
Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) to monitor the evolution of Pt single sites on
alumina during CO oxidation. Their results suggest partial clustering of Pt atoms, more
pronounced during the first light-out, which leads to an increased CO oxidation activity
in further cycles. In contrast, by using density functional theory (DFT) and molecular
dynamics, López et al. have recently evidenced that Pt single sites undergo a dynamic
charge transfer on CeO2 (100) surface and the presence of short-lived Pt+ species coordi-
nated to two O atoms might play a major role in regulating the catalytic activity [1]. On
a multifaceted commercial CeO2, the reversible formation of small Pt clusters as active
species during CO oxidation light-off was recently reported by our group. By means of
advanced spectroscopic studies and DFT calculations, Maurer et al. [14] uncovered that Pt
single sites are necessarily slightly reduced and agglomerate in small clusters before the
CO oxidation onsets.

As a next step, the present study focuses on elucidating the behavior of the Pt/CeO2
single site catalyst under more complex reaction conditions, including CO/C3H6 oxidation
in the presence and absence of water. In order to identify further mechanistic aspects,
we supplemented the activity data with in-depth characterization and more systematic
analysis of the operando spectroscopic results collected during activity onset and light-off.
A special focus was placed on the low temperature region, which allowed us to better
understand the origin of the poor activity during oxidation reactions for Pt single site
catalysts. More specifically, a multivariate curve resolution-alternating least square (MCR-
ALS) algorithm [15,16] was applied to the high-energy resolution-fluorescence-detected
XANES (HERFD-XANES) data obtained during exposure of the Pt/CeO2 catalysts to vari-
ous model and reaction conditions. This approach, increasingly applied in heterogeneous
catalysis [15,17–20], enables us to derive minute spectral features, i.e. caused by the ad-
sorption of different gas phase species, and is therefore ideal to identify noble metal state,
abundance and evolution.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Basic Characterization

In line with our previous investigations [14], no Pt nanoparticles could be identified in
the TEM micrographs (Figure 1) obtained for the Pt/CeO2 catalyst (0.94 wt.% noble metal
loading found by inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy, ICP-OES,
analysis) upon the hydrothermal treatment in 10% O2, 10% H2O/N2 at 800 ◦C for 16 h. The
formation of highly or atomically dispersed Pt species is indicated also by the XRD data
(Figure 1), as apart from ceria no characteristic reflections for Pt and PtOx can be observed.
After the hydrothermal treatment, the crystallite size (evaluated via Scherrer equation) of
the ceria support is about 30 nm. The sample exhibits a specific surface area of 30 m2/g.

A further confirmation of the high dispersion of Pt species is given by the presence of
two Raman bands (Figure S1) at 552 and 667 cm−1, previously associated with Pt–O–Ce and
Pt–O vibrations and typical for platinum single sites [11]. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) measurements highlight a primary +2 oxidation state for Pt species (84 at. %). A
minor fraction (16 at. %) is present as Pt4+ species, in quantity comparable with previous
findings [11]. The atomic Pt:Ce ratio, determined by quantitative surface analysis, is
2.5:97.5. Finally, the Fourier transforms of the extended X-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS) data collected for the hydrothermally treated Pt/CeO2 catalyst shows two main
pronounced backscattering contributions (Figure S2). The first one, at about 2.01 Å, can
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be assigned to the Pt–O interaction. The second feature at 3.13 Å is slightly shifted with
respect to the Pt-Pt distance, and has been previously assigned to a Pt–Ce distance [21],
endorsing the intimate contact between the Pt ions and the support. Altogether, these
results confirm that Pt species are indeed highly dispersed and located on the surface of
the support.
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Figure 1. TEM micrograph of Pt-single site samples evidence the absence of Pt nanoparticles (left); XRD diffractogram of
the sample (right). Stars indicate the reflections typical for CeO2.

2.2. Catalytic Activity

The catalytic activity of Pt single sites on CeO2 under lean (oxygen-rich) conditions
was investigated for CO, C3H6, and CO/ C3H6 oxidation under dry conditions and for
CO/ C3H6 oxidation also under wet conditions. The temperature values for 50% (T50) and
90% conversion (T90) are reported in Figure 2 (for conversion curves, see Figures S3–S5).
In line with recent studies [4,5,11], the CO oxidation activity (1000 ppm CO, 8% O2 in N2)
is only modest at low temperatures, with a T50 = 194 ◦C and T90 = 203 ◦C. The conversion
is significantly inferior to that obtained for the corresponding Pt/CeO2 catalysts after
reduction and formation of Pt nanoparticles, i.e., T50 = 69 ◦C [14]. For the Pt single site
catalyst, the light-out conversion is shifted towards lower temperature (T50 = 175 ◦C),
showing a normal hysteresis profile [22].
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The propene oxidation (150 ppm C3H6, 8% O2 in N2) displays a slightly lower onset
temperature compared to CO conversion, and a T50 at 186◦C. Nonetheless, full conversion
is only reached above 300 ◦C. When both CO and C3H6 are present in the gas mixture,
the ignition temperature for CO oxidation is delayed by 40 ◦C (T50 = 236 ◦C), while C3H6
oxidation is even more strongly affected (∆T = 56 ◦C, T50 = 240 ◦C). This behavior is due
to the competitive adsorption on the active sites of CO and C3H6 oxidation intermediates
(different carboxylic, bicarbonate and formate species) [22]. During cooling down, the two
curves again follow a very similar behavior, with extinction temperatures of T50 = 222 ◦C
for CO and T50 = 227 ◦C for C3H6. In the presence of CO, the propene conversion profile
shows a wide normal hysteresis loop, in line with what is commonly observed for combined
mixtures with low C3H6:CO ratios [23]. In the presence of H2O, a shift of the oxidation
activity towards higher temperatures was observed, with a T50 at 267 ◦C for CO conversion
and at 275 ◦C for C3H6 oxidation.

Previous studies reported a beneficial impact of water (in low amount) on the oxidation
activity due to the formation of hydroxyl species [10]; therefore, further investigations
will be needed to unravel in detail the consequence of wet conditions on the catalytic
performances of single-site catalysts.

2.3. In Situ/Operando Characterization

To fully understand the structural variations and their impact on the catalytic behavior,
it is of outmost importance to investigate in detail the interaction of the Pt single sites with
the gas phase. We focused on CO oxidation as a model reaction. For this purpose, we
resorted to HERFD-XANES, which combines the element specificity detection of standard
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) with an improved spectral resolution, necessary to
emphasize even faint modifications in the spectral features [24]. Thanks to a resolution
better than the core-hole lifetime broadening that limits conventional XAS, with HERFD-
XANES it is possible to reveal small variations in intensity and position that would not be
visible with standard XANES. During catalyst exposure to different reaction conditions,
the fluorescence selected with three spherically bent (R = 1 m) Ge (660) analyzer crystals (in
Rowland geometry) at the maximum of the Pt-Lα1 emission line (9442 eV) was recorded
with an avalanche photodiode detector, while the incident energy was scanned around
the Pt-LIII absorption edge (11564 eV). The operando setup, including the capillary reactor,
gas dosage and analytics, is depicted in Figure 3. The microreactor is highly versatile and
perfectly mimics a conventional plug-flow reactor, allowing us to collect catalytic activity
(via Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer and mass spectrometer) at the same time as
structural data [25].
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Figure 3. (a) Schematics of the operando HERFD-XAS setup at BM16 (ESRF, Grenoble). (b) In situ Pt
LIII-edge HERFD-XANES spectra recorded at room temperature in different gas atmospheres: 10%
O2/He (red), He after temperature programmed oxidation (blue), 1000 ppm CO/He (green) and
reaction mixture (RM, 1000 ppm CO, 10% O2 in He, black).
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Three model gas mixtures were used to derive spectral features of Pt interaction
with reactant molecules: inert atmosphere, 10% O2 in He and 1000 ppm CO in He. The
corresponding HERFD-XANES spectra obtained at room temperature are shown in Figure 3
together with that collected in the reaction mixture. In helium, the white line peaks
at 11567.3 eV and has a moderate intensity, suggesting an oxidation state of +2 (for a
comparison with reference Pt2+ compounds, see Figure S6). When the sample is exposed to
10% O2 there is a strong increase in overall intensity and a shift of the maximum towards
higher energies (11568.3 eV, ∆E = +1.0 eV), attesting a further oxidation of the Pt single sites
due to the interaction with molecular oxygen. On the contrary, if the sample is subjected
to CO, a partial reduction occurs [24]. This can be evinced from the shift of the maximum
towards lower energies (11566.8 eV, ∆E = −0.5 eV) and a slight decrease in white line
intensity. In addition, a shoulder at 11567.1 eV is additionally present. The reduction is
only partial, with the probable formation of Ptδ+ species. For metallic Pt0 nanoparticles,
the maximum is further shifted toward lower energy (11565.8 eV) and intensity (Figure S6).

Under CO oxidation reaction mixture (1000 ppm CO, 10% O2 in He), the presence
of oxygen prevails at room temperature and induces an increase in white line intensity
in comparison to the noble metal state in 1000 ppm CO/He (cf. Figure 3b). However, in
this case the white line shifts with respect to the sample in 10 % O2/He, indicating the
adsorption of CO on the noble metal surface. Overall, the fact that HERFD-XANES reveals
such a strong response due to changes in the gas phase further confirms the location of
most Pt single sites on ceria surface.

To track the dynamic behavior of the Pt single sites, HERFD-XANES data were col-
lected in situ/operando in the different reaction mixtures between 50 to 400 ◦C (in a stepwise
fashion, every 50 ◦C), (Figure 4a–d). The increase of temperature led to pronounced
changes of the white line region, even for the catalyst exposed to 10% O2/He. Above 50 ◦C,
the main peak starts losing intensity and shifts towards lower energy; at 150 ◦C, there is
a clear difference, with the overall intensity reduced to about 2/3 of the starting one and
the maximum now positioned at 11567.1 eV (showing a shift with respect of the room
temperature spectrum ∆ERT = −1.2 eV). This behavior points out that a stronger oxidation
of Pt single sites occurs by adsorption of molecular oxygen at room temperature, which
is later removed at temperatures above 100 ◦C. As the temperature further increases the
changes become subtler, with only minor variations in the main white line region, while a
shoulder at 11570.6 eV becomes more evident.

Additionally, under reducing conditions, in 1000 ppm CO/He, no changes are detected
at 50 ◦C. At higher temperatures, on the other hand, the HERFD-XANES white line
gradually loses intensity and becomes broader. Up to 150 ◦C, changes mainly interest the
intensity, while the white line position shows only a minor increase (∆ERT = +0.3 eV). From
200 ◦C on, conversely, the intensity is almost constant while the maximum shifts toward
lower energies (∆ERT = −1.2 eV). This could be interpreted as follows: at low temperatures
CO gradually adsorbs on Pt2+ sites, but starting around 100 ◦C the presence of CO leads to
a change in the noble metal structure. In line with previous DFT calculations [14], partial
reduction of the single sites (hence the reduction of intensity) occurs initially, leading to the
formation of isolated Ptδ+ species coordinated to CO (Ptδ+-CO). Above 150 ◦C, on the other
hand, the variations in the spectral features likely indicate the development of Pt clusters,
since the final spectrum is similar to the reference sample containing Pt nanoparticles
(Figure S6).

Operando HERFD-XANES experiments under reaction conditions (1000 ppm CO, 10%
O2 in He) revealed a much more complex behavior. Analogously to the changes observed
in 10% O2/He, up to 100 ◦C the white line decreases in intensity while maintaining
the position. In the temperature interval 100–150 ◦C, a further decrease in intensity is
accompanied also by a shift in maximum position (∆ERT = −0.8 eV), with the appearance
of a slight shoulder at 11570.6 eV. The temperature of 150 ◦C also corresponds to the onset
of CO oxidation. Simultaneously with the increase of CO conversion, a further slight shift
in the white line position occurs (∆ERT = −1.0 eV), while at the same time the shoulder at
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11570.6 eV becomes more evident. Above 250 ◦C (full conversion), the spectrum resembles
the one collected at the same temperature in 10% O2, which is due to the CO consumption
mainly at the inlet of the catalyst bed [26]. Nonetheless, throughout the whole experiment,
the white line intensity is lower under reaction conditions.
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under different gas atmospheres, as collected at the middle position of the catalyst bed (red curves:
10% O2/He, green curves: 1000 ppm CO/He and black curves: reaction mixture with 1000 ppm CO,
10% O2 in He).

The multiple variations in Pt structure observed during CO oxidation were assigned based
on a multivariate curve resolution-alternating least squares (MCR-ALS) algorithm [27–29],
which was employed to decompose the experimental data, isolate spectra corresponding to
individual species and evaluate their concentration. This approach was applied considering
both the operando data as well as the spectra acquired during temperature programmed
oxidation (TPO, 10% O2/He) and reduction (TPR, 1000 ppm CO/He). Principal component
analysis performed prior to the MCR-ALS investigation estimated a total of five pure
species concurring in the changes visible under reaction conditions. This outcome reveals
an additional species for the low temperature region in comparison to the results reported
by Maurer et al. [14].

Based on the variations observed in the Pt HERFD-XANES profile as a function of
temperature and model gas mixtures, the obtained MCR-ALS spectra (Figure 5) were
tentatively assigned to the following states:

(i) Pt4+-“O2” or peroxo species [14,30] that might form by adsorption of molecular O2
at low temperatures onto CeO2 surface [31]. These species are expected to have a
poor stability and release the absorbed oxygen already at room temperature if the gas
atmosphere changes (Figure 3).

(ii) Pt4+-“O” highly oxidized single sites located at four-fold hollow sites on the ceria
surface by Pt–O–Ce bonds and involving strongly bound oxygen atoms; this species
is predominant at low temperatures in the as prepared catalyst in inert atmosphere.

(iii) Pt2+ located at four-fold hollow sites present or generated at the {211}/{221} edges or
on the {110} facet of ceria support [14]; due to the high thermodynamic stability, this
species emerges during single-site catalyst preparation at high temperature; under
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reaction conditions, bare Pt2+ forms during heating up to 200 ◦C upon desorption
of oxygen from Pt4+-“O”, a process apparently not influenced by the CO presence
(Figure S8); finally, this species appears at higher temperatures once CO oxidation
front shifts towards the inlet of the catalyst bed.

(iv) Ptδ+-CO forms by partial reduction of bare Pt2+ single sites; the appearance of this
intermediate state is indicated by the slight decrease of the white line intensity, which
is in line with the variation of the HERFD-XANES spectra profile during Pt/CeO2
reduction in 1000 ppm CO/He (Figure 4) as the temperature increases.

(v) Ptx
∆+-CO clusters, generated by nearby migration of the single atoms above 125 ◦C

and emerging simultaneously with the CO oxidation onset.
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determined via MCR-ALS (left) and corresponding schematic representation of the structure of the
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detailed description of structures (i)–(v) shown on the right.

The concentration profiles (Figure 6) extracted by the MCR-ALS routine (see Figure S9
for examples of spectra fitted with the MCR-ALS derived references) during CO oxidation
show that at low temperature the second Pt4+-“O” species is predominantly present under
reaction conditions. At 50◦C, Pt4+-“O2” and Pt2+ concur only with about 10 at. % each. As
the temperature increases, oxygen is readily desorbed, as the rapidly decaying profile of
the Pt4+-“O” oxidized species confirms. At 125 ◦C the majority of the noble metal single
sites (ca. 50 %) are present as bare Pt2+ species and about 20 at. % of all Pt has already
restructured as Ptδ+-CO. However, the partial reduction of the single sites does not seem
to affect the catalyst activity (dotted curve in Figure 6). For Pt/CeO2 catalysts, a Mars-
van Krevelen mechanism is generally assumed at low temperature [2,32,33], involving
chemisorbed CO and lattice oxygen at the ceria-noble metal interface. Previous studies
have shown that CO adsorbes in an atop geometry at low coverages, switches to a bridge
configuration if the CO surface concentration increases and returns to the atop state for
close to monolayer coverage [34,35]. The adsorption at both the atop and bridge sites
is additionally affected by the Pt surface charge, a factor highly relevant for single site
catalysts due to their strong interaction with the support. As shown by Gunasooriya and
Sayes [36], at low CO coverage an increase of the Pt charge swithches the CO adsorption
preference towards a bridge geometry since the Pt–C bond streches to a greater extent
at the atop site due to a more directional interaction between the Pt dz

2 states and the
CO 5σ molecular orbital. Under identical reaction conditions, the adsorption of CO was
suggested to adsorb in the atop geometry on Pt nanoparticles supported on alumina but
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in bridged configuration if the noble metal particles are deposited on CeO2 [32]. The
prominent effect of ceria on the CO adsorption sites has also been demonstrated for
differently treated Pt/CeO2-based catalysts by in situ diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier
transform spectroscopy investigations [37,38], with pronounced effects on the oxidation
activity. Despite the fact that CO coverage varies along the catalyst bed during the light-off,
the adsorption of CO on the Ptδ+ single sites probably occurs in an atop geometry for the
Pt/CeO2 catalyst used in this study, as also indicated by the shape of the HERFD-XANES
spectra [32]. This is mainly due to the submonolayer coverage of the noble metal on
the ceria support. Hence, the adsorption should not be significantly affected by CO-CO
interactions but only by the interplay with ceria.
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Figure 6. Fraction of the different Pt species at the middle of the catalyst bed, as determined by
MCR-ALS and conversion of CO (empty circles connected via dotted line) as function of temperature
in reaction mixture (1000 ppm CO, 10% O2 in He).

Although the CO is adsorbed on the platinum sites, it seems that below 125 ◦C
the interfacial lattice oxygen cannot play an active role in the oxidation reaction due
to the strong binding energy in Pt–O–Ce. According to the DFT calculations reported
by Maurer et al. [14], the bond between Pt and ceria can only be broken above 150 ◦C
and subsequently the mobility of oxygen increases. A further consequence is that the
mobility of Pt species also improves, which is indicated by the appearance of a new
Ptx

∆+ cluster species in the operando HERFD-XANES data. This process is probably also
promoted by the slight increase of temperature due to the reduction of Pt2+ to Pt by CO,
and simultaneous reduction of the interface ceria. The formation of noble metal clusters
during CO oxidation has been speculated also by Dessal et al. for Pt on Al2O3, in a similar
temperature range (150–200 ◦C) [13], but their presence was evident only after cooling
down to room temperature. The formation of these species has a significant impact on the
oxidation reaction as an outbreak in CO conversion is observed immediately despite their
low concentration. In fact, the overall fraction of Ptx

∆+ does not grow over 10 at. %. On the
one hand, due to their high dispersion and atomic exposure, an apparently small fraction
of Ptx

∆+ clusters is probably sufficient to ensure a high CO conversion. On the other hand,
this is due to a higher CO conversion at the inlet of the catalyst bed as the temperature
increases [26], which leads to the exposure of the mid and end regions mostly to a O2/He
gas mixture. A higher Ptx

∆+ concentration is therefore expected for the inlet section of the
catalyst bed, whereas the small clusters downstream in the catalyst bed are redispersed.
Due to the hysteresis profile of the CO conversion (Figure S3), the reformation of the Ptx

∆+

clusters is not favored during cooling, as the temperature is probably too low for single
site migration when the CO concentration reaches again higher values along the catalyst
bed. The role of Ptx

∆+ formation needs also to be evaluated during oxidation of other
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species (e.g., C3H6), and the influence of water requires equal attention in future (see, e.g.,
influence of catalytic performance in Figure 1). For instance, preliminary HERFD-XANES
data recorded during CO TPR in absence or presence of water (<6% H2O in the gas feed)
show that under wet conditions the intensity of the white line is slightly higher than
that of the corresponding spectrum in dry atmosphere (Figure 7). This indicates that the
oxidation state of Pt species is, at a given temperature, indeed higher in the presence of
water and the formation of Ptx

∆+ is hindered, leading to an onset of the catalytic activity
at higher temperature. However, while this difference in oxidation state is small under
the investigated conditions, the trend can already be unambiguously seen. Here, further
experiments in the presence of oxygen and optionally propene, as well as higher amounts
of water, could give a holistic picture on the effect of water.
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3. Materials and Methods

Prior to synthesis, the commercial ceria support (MEL chemicals, Manchester, UK) was
calcined at 700 ◦C for 5 h in static air. The catalysts were prepared via a robot-controlled
incipient wetness impregnation (IWI) procedure, using an Accelerator SLT106 Parallel
Synthesizer-SLT CATIMPREG (ChemSpeed Technologies, Füllinsdorf, Switzerland) [39].
The ceria support (1 g) was placed in a batch reactor, and 0.16 mL of tetraamine platinum
nitrate (99,995%, Sigma Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany) solution (25.8 × 10−3 M) was
added. This additional step was repeated until the desired platinum weight loading (1 wt%)
was achieved. Between each addition, samples were dried under reduced pressure for
20 min at 70 ◦C. The final catalyst was further calcined at 500 ◦C for 5 h in static air. To
finally generate the single sites, the sample was hydrothermally aged in 10% O2 and 10%
H2O in N2 at 800 ◦C for 16 h.

3.1. Catalytic Activity Tests

The CO oxidation activity of the Pt/CeO2 catalysts was evaluated in a plug flow reactor
(ID: 8.0 mm, OD: 10.0 mm) using a granulated catalyst powder and silica in physical mixture
(mass ratio 1:9; total amount: 500 mg; sieve fraction: 125–250 µm). Two thermocouples
were placed up- and downstream of the catalyst bed to monitor the temperature inside
the reactor. The upstream one was also used to control the furnace. For the conversion
tests, the catalyst was heated in an oxygen-rich atmosphere (1000 ppm CO/150 ppm C3H6,
6.6% H2O and 8% O2; weight hourly space velocity of 60,000 l gPt

–1 h–1) from 70 ◦C to
500 ◦C with 10 K/min and held at 500 ◦C for 1 h. Each light-off test was repeated two times.
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3.2. Ex Situ Characterization

ICP-OES—The platinum loading in the final catalyst was determined by inductively
coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry at the Institute for Applied Materials (IAM)
of the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (Karlsruhe, Germany). Prior to the analysis, the
samples were digested using acids and high pressure.

BET—The specific surface area and total pore volume were determined by N2 ph-
ysisorption. The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller method to evaluate the experimental data. The
samples were pretreated at 300 ◦C under reduced pressure (BELprep II, BEL Inc., Os-
aka, Japan). The N2 physisorption was performed using a BELsorp II mini (BEL Inc.,
Osaka, Japan).

TEM—High angle annular dark-field imaging (HAADF) scanning transmission elec-
tron microscopy was performed at the laboratory for electron microscopy at the KIT (Karl-
sruhe, Germany) using a FEI Tecnai Osiris (Scanning) Transmission Electron Microscope
(FEI Deutschland GmbH, Dreieich, Germany) at 80–300 kV.

XRD—Powder X-ray diffraction data were acquired using a Bruker D8 advance XRD
(Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany). The investigated 2Θ range was 20–100◦, with a step size
of 0.0162◦. The mean crystallite size of ceria was estimated via the Scherrer equation
(applied on reflexes at 28◦, 33◦ and 47◦, corresponding to reflections (111), (200) and (220)
respectively), using a dimensionless shape factor of 0.94.

3.3. In Situ Characterization

A capillary micro reactor was used as in situ cell [40], using a hot air gas blower
(FMB Oxford, Oxford, UK) as heating source. Gases were dosed by mass flow controllers
(Bronkhorst, AK Ruurlo, The Netherlands). The gas concentration in the product flow was
monitored on-line by a mass spectrometer (Omnistar, Pfeiffer Vacuum, Asslar, Germany)
and a Fourier transformed infrared spectrometer (Multigas 2000, MKS, Munich, Germany).
For the tests, the capillary reactor (1.5 mm outer diameter, 1.48 mm inner diameter) was
loaded with 14 mg of the granulated (100–200 µm) Pt/CeO2.

Conventional XAS (X-ray absorption spectroscopy) at Pt LIII-edge was collected at
the P65 beamline at the Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY, Hamburg, Germany),
in fluorescence mode (step scanning collection). For energy selection, a Si(111) crystal
monochromator was used, with an energy resolution of 1.4 × 10−4. A silicon drift detector
was used to detect and select the emitted radiation. The beam size was 0.2 mm × 1.4 mm
(V × H). For transient measurements, X-ray absorption near edge spectra were collected
from 11.413 to 11.905 keV, resulting in a time resolution of 6.1 min per scan or one spectrum
every 19 K. Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra were recorded at
room temperature and in step-scanning mode. The acquisition range was set to 11.413 to
12.560 keV. An average of at least 2 spectra was taken, to improve signal quality.

High-Energy Resolved Fluorescence Detected X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure
(HERFD-XANES) measurements were recorded at the BM16/FAME-UHD beamline at the
ESRF (Grenoble, France), in a Rowland configuration. A cryogenically cooled Si(220) double
crystal monochromator was used to pitch the incident energy (Pt LIII-edge) on the sample,
and three spherically bent Ge(660) crystals (R = 1 m) were used to select the energy of the
emitted fluorescence radiation (Pt Lα1 emission line, 9442 eV). The beam size was set to
150 µm × 300 µm. Spectra were recorded in step scanning mode with an energy resolution
of 1–2 eV. Further HERFD-XANES experiments to assess the impact of water were recorded
at the P64 beamline at DESY (Hamburg, Germany), in a von Hamos configuration. In
this case, a Si(311) double crystal monochromator was used for energy selection, while six
Si(800) crystals were operated to select the energy of the emitted fluorescence radiation (Pt
Lα1 emission line, 9443 eV).The temperature-resolved normalized HERFD-XAS dataset
was analysed by using the chemometrics plugin available in the Fastosh software (version
0.10.3b, SOLEIL Synchrotron, Gif-sur-Yvette, France, 2021) [41]. This feature incorporates
the multivariate curve resolution with alternating least squares analysis toolbox developed
by Tauler et al. [28]. Prior to MCR-ALS fitting, the number of concurring species was
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estimated by single value decomposition of the dataset. The derived structural states were
further used for linear combination fitting of the operando HERFD-XANES data collected
under various reaction conditions.

4. Conclusions

The results obtained in our study confirm the poor activity of the Pt/CeO2 single site
catalyst during CO and C3H6 oxidation. A low oxidation performance was obtained also for
a gas mixture containing both CO and C3H6 gases. In the presence of water, as encountered
in real emission control application, the CO/C3H6 oxidation is even more limited. The
systematic operando HERFD-XANES study conducted to understand the variation of Pt
state during exposure to different reaction conditions uncovered a pronounced response of
the Pt local structure to temperature and gas atmosphere changes. Pt LIII-edge HERFD-
XANES data demonstrated that already at room temperature Pt single sites are undergoing
a change in the electronic structure as a function of the ceria surface saturation with oxygen.
The study also evinces a spontaneous reduction of Pt4+ to Pt2+ by release of molecular
oxygen during heating the catalyst bed in an oxygen rich atmosphere, a process apparently
not significantly influenced by the CO presence. MCR-ALS proved to be a very powerful
method to extract chemically meaningful data from a multicomponent XANES dataset.
Under reaction condition, five different states were identified for the noble metal single
sites, including the reduction from Pt4+ to Pt2+ (below 125 ◦C) and finally to mobile Ptδ+

species, which form small Ptx
∆+ clusters. Only after the appearance of these Ptx

∆+ clusters,
the onset of CO oxidation was observed. Our results clearly illustrate the dynamic nature
of noble metal-based catalysts even if highly stabilized species such as Pt single sites are
the principal players of the catalytic reaction. Their behavior should be studied also under
more complex reaction conditions, i.e., in the presence of water, as present during real
applications, and preferentially with advanced operando spectroscopic methods.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/catal11050617/s1, Figure S1: Raman spectra, Figure S2: CO conversion curves, Figure S3: C3H6
conversion curves, Figure S4: CO/C3H6 conversion curves, Figure S5: Pt LIII edge HERFD-XANES
spectra of reference compounds, Figure S6: Pt species identified during TPO, Figure S7: Pt species
identified during CO-TPR.
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